Both woods roads on private property (north and south) may be used for timber sale purposes if the following conditions are met:

- Woods roads on private may only be used during frozen-ground conditions.
- Woods roads on private will be returned to original or better condition, as mutually agreed upon by the County and the landowner, at sale closeout and during any periods of inactivity (i.e. between frozen-ground seasons).
- Drainage structures along woods roads will be kept unobstructed (e.g. lead-off ditches) so drainage is not inhibited.
- The roads’ shape (a slight crown) will be maintained.
- The 2 graveled locations (see attached map) will not be cleared of their gravel during road opening/preparation.
- Gravel piled on site belongs to the landowner and may not be used for this sale.
- A permitted ford (approximately 134’ of rock over geotextile material) will not be bladed, thereby removing the existing rock. Additional rock may be provided by the contractor, if needed, to smooth the surface for hauling.
- Up to 5 trees along the woods roads may be cut to provide clearance, if necessary.